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Abstract 
This paper continues the development of a concept for a low-earth-orbit-based optic-fiber-communication system that 
may ameliorate some limitations of present space communications systems. Starting with an assumption that a 
circum-terra ring can be deployed in LEO, a high-bandwidth, optical-fiber-based, communication system has been 
proposed as the first of a system of LEO and higher-orbit (MEO) rings for different purposes. These rings about the 
Earth would complement existing terrestrial and space communications networks and thereby improve global 
connectivity and throughput. In particular, networking issues necessary for both initial and expanded-ring system 
communications are addressed. 
 
 
PACS: 89.20.Hh, 89.70.-a, 89.70.Hj, 84.40.-x, 84.40.Ua, 84.60.Ve, 42.79.Sz, 42.81.Uv 
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1. Introduction 
 The communication system [1] discussed in this paper is stage one of a multi-purpose low-earth-
orbit-based system of rings circling the earth, the LEO ARCHIPELAGOTM [2].  Early establishment of a 
global communication network in LEO would generate revenue and ring-dynamics experience for the 
subsequent development of the much-larger system. This would be followed by the deployment of a new 
concept [3, 4, 5] of space elevator called “sling-on-a-ringTM.” This less-expensive mass transport into 
LEO would facilitate growth of solar power stations in high LEO, providing renewable and clean energy 
that man, so badly, needs. Expansion of the system beyond LEO would assist his venture into inter-
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planetary and deep space. This paper specifically addresses network development of the LEO 
communication system(s). 
 
Nomenclature 
d = travel time between nearest neighbors (ms) 
D = delay time in different situations (ms) 
i = number of an “edge” on the hypercubes (unitless) 
Li = virtual link along ith edge (unitless) 
N = number of LEO satellites in a ring (unitless) 
n = ‘dimension’ of hypercube network (unitless) 
 
 Two significant breakthroughs in international telecommunication were the launch of 
Communication Satellites into space and the introduction of under-sea optical-fiber communication. The 
advent of Geo-stationary communication satellites made it possible to cover large areas of the earth’s 
surface with ease. They are ideal for point-to-multipoint communication. Satellite circuits are also terrain 
independent, hence making it possible to connect places where terrestrial networks cannot economically 
reach. But, the ~0.3 second round-trip time lag associated with GEO satellites makes it less-that-ideally 
suited for interactive-services [6]. On the other hand, terrestrial optic-fiber networks serve as high-
throughput point-to-point communication, playing a pivotal role in satisfying the insatiable hunger for 
bandwidth [7, 8]. But, it is still haunted by all the problems faced by terrestrial communication network, 
such as high deployment and repair costs involved with submarine cables and inaccessible terrain [9].  
 Another problem with terrestrial optic-fiber networks is that it is an economic necessity to lay cables 
only for the more crowded urban regions. This leaves rural areas (which form the greater part of the earth 
and have a significant population) without high-speed communication capabilities [10]. Space 
communication systems have an advantage in this respect as they can achieve global coverage more 
easily. With GEO bandwidth crowded, it is worth considering options to put new systems into other (non-
geosynchronous) orbits. Satellite constellations in lower earth orbits (LEO) solve some of the above 
problems, as they have negligible round-trip delays (relative to GEO satellites), while potentially still 
covering the entire globe. There have been several such systems already proposed for LEO, like Iridium 
and Globalstar for mobile telephony and Teledesic for broadband internet applications.  
 A communication system, based on the deployment of circum-terra, optic fibers, has been proposed 
[1]. With hundreds of optically-interconnected, microwave-signal-transfer and communications antennas 
speeding around the earth, this system is the inverse of the standard terrestrial cellular configuration. The 
LEO-earth connection will be through microwave phased-array (or small, perhaps, directable) antennas, 
while the optical rings would act as superior intra-ring, Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs). The transmit/receive 
sub-systems are stabilized by, and powered from, the ring. This system would provide benefits utilizing 
the advantages of a satellite-communication system as well as those of an optical-fiber system. 
 When reliable links between the equatorial-optic-fiber ring and the terrestrial-optic-fiber cables are 
successfully established, initial cash inflow would begin. The communication system would grow with 
the successive deployment of inclined-orbit rings (higher-LEO, earth-synchronous rings) fixed above 
specific ground points. Inter-ring connectivity could be with either high-Ka band or optical (laser) links. 
Eventually the system would expand to provide global connectivity with the high-throughput point-to-
point overhead capability of optic-fiber links. Once appropriate techniques are established, the 
deployment, maintenance, and repair of rings for this communication system would be economical 
compared to that pertaining to trans-oceanic cables or GEO constellations. 
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2. Salient Features  
 A fiber-optic communications link in space has much in common with such links on the earth. 
However, there are both significant and subtle differences. This section identifies some of the physical 
features and how they can be treated to provide a working system. The next section addresses networking 
issues. 
2.1. Circum-terra Optic Fiber in LEO 
 As the fiber lengths required for the optical rings are very long (around 40,000 km for the first ring at 
around 600 km altitude and at 1200-2000 km for the final system), single-mode optical fibers must be 
used. The single-mode, perhaps hybrid, fibers (having lower attenuation and dispersion losses than their 
multi-mode counterparts) can run longer distances with the use of fewer repeater units. Single-mode 
optical fibers also have other advantages over multi-mode fibers in terms of long-haul transmission 
capability (e.g., higher bandwidth/throughput and freedom from inter-modal dispersion). 
 An example of options not considered at this point in the analysis would be the usage of independent 
“self-powered” repeater modules (each coupled with small solar modules and batteries). This solar-power 
“assist” can help power the repeaters and other such units in regions receiving sunlight directly (that is in 
a 95 minute cycle, a repeater is powered for approximately 45 minutes). Since there is maximum traffic 
during the daytime, the ability to boost signal strength during this period might prove advantageous. A 
conductive ring or battery may thus be unnecessary. Hence, using this concept of “self-powered” 
repeaters may reduce the mass and launch costs of the optical rings. 
2.2. Inter-satellite links: within and between rings 
 Inter-satellite links are of two types in the present system: links between substations on the same ring 
(for whatever purpose) and links between different rings (crossing at slant angles). Intra-ring ISL’s, via 
fiber-optic links for broadband communications along the ring path, are straightforward thereby reducing 
the need of the complex routing and networking associated with inter-connectivity of multiple satellites in 
different orbits. Inter-ring information transfer would take place through antennas placed strategically 
along each ring for this purpose. The upper portion of the Ka Band (~60 GHz) is the choice for inter-ring 
ISL’s since it is highly attenuated by the atmosphere and therefore cannot be used for space-to-ground 
applications and would not interfere with any terrestrial applications at this frequency. 
 While microwave links are generally used in applications that require large-area coverage and long 
distance connectivity (e.g., point-to-multipoint, space-to-ground communications), their channels are 
band-limited to the order of few hundred Mbps [11]. This slow link in the communication system could 
reduce the bit rate of flow through the entire system to the Mbps range and also limit the scope for further 
improvement in the bit rate required for the future. However, with hundreds of transceivers (each with 
many channels) on a high-bandwidth optic ring, the individual link requirements are significantly reduced 
if the number of optical rings (or of ground stations) is also high. The limitations under these conditions 
are primarily those of switching, packaging, and directivity (i.e., networking). Therefore, the whole 
system remains robust in terms of connectivity and extremely-high effective throughput. 
 Optical ISLs, on the other hand, are ideal for high data-rate point-to-point applications due to the 
high focusing gain of laser beams and their orders-of-magnitude-higher bandwidth. However, Free-Space 
Optical Communication (FSOC) links are not presently suitable for large distances because the narrow, 
high-gain, laser beams (required because of limitations imposed by available laser-diode powers – which 
problem may be reduced by development over time) must be pointed and maintained very precisely. This 
requires precision tracking telescopes with high-speed feedback loops [12]. The requirements common to 
small free-flying satellites, exacting station-keeping, greater platform rigidity, and/or reduced vibration, 
are reduced when the ring structure benefits are applied. There is even the problem of atmospheric 
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attenuation and lower bit rates due to the optical beam spreading for long-range ISLs in LEO. These 
problems can be addressed by using the fiber-optic links as ISLs within the ring and then using the FSOC 
links over shorter distances between rings. This combination provides a high bit-rate/throughput 
communication system that can work efficiently without a requirement for precision tracking telescopes. 
2.3. Use of Microwave LEO-Earth connections  
 Use of Ku band (12-18 GHz) and lower Ka Band (15-30 GHz) is recommended for earth-to-space 
and space-to-earth signal transfer [13], especially for point-to-multipoint applications. Microwave 
communication is a well-established and proven technology. It provides wide coverage; hence it is ideal 
for multicasting service, and omni-directional applications [7]. Also the microwave signals are not as 
adversely affected by atmosphere and clouds as optical signals. With its higher frequency, Ka-band can 
offer higher through-put, dynamic bandwidth allocation, and smaller antennas than C or X band. 
Therefore, Ka-band promises better satellite broadband service, more options and lower expenditure [14]. 
However, Ka band is badly affected by atmosphere and weather. Nevertheless mitigation techniques such 
as adaptive resource sharing, adaptive coding and modulation, adaptive data rate switching and adaptive 
beam forming, etc. have been developed to compensate for high attenuation in Ka band. 
2.4. Optical LEO-earth connections  
 Use of optical frequencies for earth-to-space and space-to-earth signal transfer has been proposed, 
especially for very-high-throughput point–to-point communication. Optical free-space beaming to earth 
could be used to link space-based communication systems with ground stations. Radio frequency can 
transmit data much further than present FSOC, but its bandwidth is limited to the order of a few hundred 
Mbps. Available FSO systems provide a bandwidth of up to 2.7 Gbps. Linking at 160 Gbps has been 
successfully tested in laboratories; speeds could potentially be able to reach into the Terabit range.  Also 
the narrow beam of the laser makes detection, interception and jamming very difficult, hence making it 
more suitable for transfer of financial, legal, military, and other sensitive information [12]. 
 The main drawback of space optical communication systems with ground stations is the influence of 
atmospheric effects in the form of optical scintillation and of attenuation by clouds [15]. On dense foggy 
days or cloudy days, attenuation due to atmospheric effects can exceed 200 dB/km; thereby making 
communication (even from LEO) almost impossible [16]. Adaptive optics (AO) can compensate for 
optical scintillation (Tyson, 1996). To reduce the effect of attenuation by clouds, a site diversity technique 
must be used in order to increase the link availability to satellites. For the USA it has been shown that 
over 90% availability can be achieved using 4 to 5 optical ground stations set up in the mainland and in 
Hawaii [18]. However, the present application seeks 99.99% availability. 
 Development of sophisticated digital signal processing techniques and algorithms (using tools like 
Lasercom network-optimization tool) would enable such a system to provide optical beaming to earth 
(provided a large number of redundant interlinked ground stations are provided) on clear and less 
cloudy/foggy days. However, even this reduction in the ring/Earth optical-link limitation is not sufficient 
for the application envisioned. A better option would be the use of many high-altitude (5000 m) aerostats 
(TCOM, http://www.tcomlp.com/71M.htm). Use of such a tethered “blimp” (Figure 1) as an “Earth-
station” (strategically located in low-cloud regions away from commercial air lanes) would allow a much-
longer and more-reliable optical-communications pathway to LEO [2]. It would only have unacceptably 
high signal attenuation when actually enveloped by a rare severe thunderstorm. (Even 2-3 aerostats within 
the communication ring’s local “footprint” would be adequate to permit space-ground broadband optical 
linkage to be unaffected.) The longer optical paths, via the greater view angles available with aerostats, 
would also allow a significant reduction in the number of sub-satellites required on a ring and/or would 
provide an increased redundancy of the system. 
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Figure 1.  Large, high-altitude, aerostat (Photo courtesy of TCOM, L.P.). 
2.5. Expansion of the system 
 The primary purpose of the initial equatorial circum-terra ring would be to link the many presently 
available N–S submarine and terrestrial optical cables and hence complement the existing terrestrial 
network. Successful deployment and functioning of this ring would generate revenues and experience to 
support growth of the system.  
 The next step in the development of the system would be expansion into non-equatorial orbits to 
attain global coverage. Inclined-orbit rings above fixed ground points (higher-LEO, earth-synchronous 
rings) would be sequentially deployed. Applying the Walker satellite-constellation model to the 
communication-ring system [19], most of the areas between +70 to -70º latitudes would be covered 
(which is most of the human-inhabited areas). Specific rings would be deployed first. These would be 
catering mainly to high-revenue regions, or to the earthquake-prone regions like Japan, or to highly-
populated regions like India and China. 
3. Communications Networking 
Communications and network studies that include optical space links have been carried out in detail 
([20]; and the references therein). This chapter is aimed at a providing a quick calculation to indicate any 
“show stoppers” as well as the order of magnitude improvements to be expected with the use of fiber 
optic links relative to present (mature) space communications systems. No new technology or 
modifications to improve the network (if failures occur) are assumed. In practice, a double fiber-link 
would be used to provide a high level of redundancy. 
3.1. General Requirements 
A LEO Satellite Constellation consists of multiple fast-moving satellite rings operating in different 
orbital planes. Each orbital plane forms a natural network-topology grouping due to the relatively 
constant distance between satellites in the same orbital plane, as well as having nearly the same orbital 
velocity around the earth. Consequently a complete LEO-Ring Constellation would typically be 
structured as a set of parallel-networked rings consisting of intra-ring, or Inter-Satellite Links (ISL) - for a 
given ring, with additional Inter-Ring Links (IRL) that will be consecutively established as suitable IRL 
gateway nodes come into range. Traditionally, ISL designs have relied on microwave links (e.g., at 60 
GHz, for Teledesic). However, with the prospect of the LEO ARCHIPELAGO using cables for ring 
stabilization, the use of fiber-optic-based ISL becomes a possibility. 
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 Consider the initial LEO ARCHIPELAGO satellite-ring network to consist of about 200 sub-
satellites in a single orbital plane, interconnected using a 40,000 km optical-fiber ring. The number of 
sub-satellites is dictated by redundancy requirements and attenuation in the length of optical fiber that 
must support the high-bandwidth, low bit-error-rate signals. The actual number of sub-satellites could be 
reduced by up to an order of magnitude, if solar-powered “repeaters” for the fiber signals could be 
installed instead and if the required level of component redundancy could be lowered while still 
maintaining the high system reliability. A better estimate of the system configuration would depend on 
developments of several technologies, of new concepts, and of reliability studies. 
3.2. Hardware Architecture 
Each LEO sub-satellite node will be equipped with one, or more, Dense Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (DWDM) Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (ROADM) fiber module that 
provides for bi-directional links over a single fiber (via different wavelengths, or lambdas). While a single 
fiber ring may be sufficient in terms of network bandwidth capacity, a two-fiber ring is a better option for 
redundancy reasons. Whether a two-fiber ring configuration is practical has to be decided based on 
payload weight and cost considerations. In addition, the individual lambdas are assumed to be 
configurable for transmission in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction along the rings. Since 
lambdas may be dropped at specific sub-satellites where a given connection terminates, multiple non-
coincident connections can use the same lambda. In addition, lambda reconfiguration is necessary, e.g., in 
the case of fiber breakage between adjacent nodes, to reestablish the virtual network topology. Tunable 
lasers with adjustable power control would be necessary in order to deploy variable distance links within 
the LEO topology. 
In terms of DWDM equipment, single-mode fibers have been demonstrated capable to 1000 channels 
(lambdas) [21] at Gbps per lambda. However, the number of channels that can be handled by present 
ROADM equipment is a limiting factor, with typical commercial equipment supporting only 40 channels 
(e.g., from Cisco Systems, Inc.). Nevertheless, technology is advancing rapidly and commercial 
equipment supporting 160 channels at 2.5 Gbps has recently been developed by Infinera Corporation 
(http://www.infinera.com/products/DTN.html). 
3.3. Network Architecture 
 Hypercube and Hyper-ring network topologies are well suited for use in DWDM networks [21 – 25] 
to reduce the number of hops between any two nodes in the network. In addition, Hyper-ring networks 
have the ability to reconfigure their network topology in the face of link failures to maintain the 
maximum number of required hops at an acceptable level. Given N LEO sub-satellites in the fiber ring, 
each sub-satellite is mapped to a node on the hypercube-connected network (Figure 2, left side) with 
dimension n ( N = 2n |n>2) chosen to form a complete binary hypercube. Each edge on the hypercube 
corresponds to a virtual link Li that can be overlaid on the physical fiber ring topology to provide virtual 
node adjacency to nodes located many hops away (Figure 2, right side).  
 In addition, each virtual link Li has a dimension number i from 1 to n, where increasing dimension 
numbers result in exponentially increasing distances along the physical fiber ring. This is realized by 
using specific lambdas to implement each virtual link Li that interconnects the two nodes on the 
hypercube vertices. A given lambda is added at the start node and dropped at the end node, while 
bypassing intermediate ROADMs. Nevertheless, most Hypercube and Hyper-ring topologies were 
designed for High Performance Computing (HPC) applications where the propagation delays are assumed 
to be very short, and therefore similar, for all links - whether on neighboring links or on hypercube-
connected links. This is not the case for the LEO ARCHIPELAGO, since propagation delays for 
hypercube-connected virtual links would be much higher due to the large physical distances involved 
along the circumference of the fiber ring.  
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Careful node identity (link) assignment and route selection needs to be carried out in order to 
minimize the propagation delays incurred for communications spanning several hops on the ISL network. 
For example, choosing a clockwise vs. counter-clockwise link depends on the actual distance between 
two sub-satellites. Otherwise, latency of traffic going to nodes that are in the opposite direction of a uni-
directional communications link would be very high as a result of traversing the long portion of the ring 
instead of taking the physically shorter route. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Hypercube-connected-ring architecture example. Reprinted [21] with permission from Elsevier. 
 
Under normal operating conditions, where the LEO ARCHIPELAGO is fully functional, the physical 
fiber ring is able to provide bi-directional connectivity, where each bi-directional connection uses two 
lambdas. Since typical network topologies assume bi-directional communications, the number of lambdas 
needed to support bi-directional communications in bi-directional rings (Figure 3) is given as: Ȝbiíbiíring = 
ہ5N/12ۂ), where lambda reuse was implemented for links that do not share common nodes [21]. If there is 
a link failure, e.g., a link breakage, where the ring network is reduced to a linear bidirectional network 
topology, the number of lambdas needed to support bi-directional communications in bi-directional linear 
networks is raised to: Ȝ biíbiílinear = 2N/3.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  The change from ring to linear network as a result of link breakage. Reprinted [21] with permission from Elsevier. 
 
Given that existing commercial ROADM equipment supports 160 channels (lambdas), this implies that 
N ؄ 256 (for n İ 8) is the upper bound on the number of LEO satellites supported in one ISL under 
normal bi-directional communications on bi-directional rings using a hypercube network topology. The 
maximum number of sub-satellites that a 160 channel ROADM could actually handle is N = 384 (but not 
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in a complete hyper-cube configuration). Conversely, N = 256 requires only Ȝbiíbiíring = 5N/12 = 117 
channels. At N = 200, the system would not be fully efficient since there would be many dummy nodes 
used in this case. However, if a whole sub-satellite failed or was disabled by an accident, then the system 
would be reduced to a linear network and the number of channels required to fully connect 199 sub-
satellites would be Ȝ biíbiílinear = 2N/3 = 133. Thus, there would still be sufficient redundant channels to 
accommodate lesser failures in addition to the major one. Therefore, presently available hardware is 
sufficient for even the simple network presented. On the other hand, there may be different limitations 
resulting from failures within the ring system. (Timing is addressed below.) 
3.4. ISL Routing 
 The diameter (number of hops) of the network is given by n, which is the maximum number of hops 
needed to traverse from any node to any other node using bi-directional communications in a bi-
directional ring. However, traversal along a hypercube link (that may pass through many sub-satellites in 
one hop) takes much longer than traversal to a next-neighbor link. Thus, n x d (where d is the transit time 
between nearest neighbors) does not fully reflect the end-to-end delay encountered by network traffic.  
 If a single-fiber ring encounters a single link breakage, the ring topology would be degraded to a 
linear network topology. Such a linear network topology could still support bi-directional 
communications since lambda reassignments could be performed to connect the nodes into virtual 
clockwise and counter-clockwise links. If the ISL Ring were operating using bidirectional 
communications in a bi-directional linear network, the delays would be doubled, since the longest path is 
now from the first node to the last node. (Assume, in general, that a single link breakage anywhere along 
the fiber ring is equivalent to a link breakage between Node 0 and Node (N-1), Figure 3). 
 Assuming a fiber ring circumference of 40,000 km, and the refractive index of the fiber core to be 
1.48, the speed of data transmission in fiber would be Vfiber  = c/1.48 ؄ 200,000 km/s. Given N = 256, 
dN=256 ؄ 40,000/256 × 1/200,000  ؄ 781ȝs, whereas for the proposed LEO communications ring, given N 
= 200, dN=200 ؄ 40,000/200 × 1/200,000 ؄ 1ms. The total delays are summarized in Table 1. Only the 
maximum delay in a highly-degraded dual-fiber, or a broken single-fiber, system is close to 200ms. This 
is compared with geostationary satellites that experience about 300 ms of average one-way propagation 
delay. Furthermore, this comparison is made with the single-hop GEO communications, which cannot see 
around the world (that takes 2 hops). Thus, the trade space between networking, numbers of sub-satellites, 
optical-fiber transmission lengths, reliability, and available DWDM hardware becomes apparent. But, the 
addition of a parallel fiber path alters the options dramatically. The use of a double-fiber system, in 
addition to the general increase in redundancy, means that breaks in both direct links between two 
physical sub-satellites must occur to reduce the system from ring to linear operation. 
Table 1. Summary of One-way Propagation Delays for Different ISL Network Architectures. 
Network topology Dmax|N=200 (ms) Davg|N=200 (ms) 
Bi-directional Communications, Bi-directional Ring 100 50 
Bi-directional Communications, Bi-directional Linear Network 199 100 
4. Conclusions 
 The ring-based global communication system is an idea that has immense potential to reap the 
technological benefits of both terrestrial and space optical-communication systems. Initially as a 
supplement to existing communication systems and eventually as a stand-alone system, it has the 
capability to satisfy the ever-growing need for communications all over the world.  
Preliminary examination of the networking requirements of the system has shown a systematic advantage 
relative to other near-Earth space-based systems. In particular, the time-lag of GEO-satellite 
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communications is greatly reduced (to nearly that of terrestrial communications systems). The bandwidth 
limitation of LEO-satellite communications is reduced by use of optical-fiber links over the major 
portions (and potentially all) of the link path. The use of a fiber-optic link in space, while perhaps not as 
versatile as free-space laser links, in this application overcomes major limitations in terms of reliability, 
power requirements, throughput (larger bandwidth via extended multi-wavelength capability), and simple 
hardware requirements. 
 As a stand-alone system, ring-based communications may not be able to overcome some of the 
practical and ‘political’ limitations of such a system. However, as the starting point and integral part of a 
multi-purpose, multi-ring, perhaps globally-critical system, it has benefits and provides opportunities that 
should not be overlooked. 
Acronyms 
DWDM -  Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing  
FSOC - Free-Space Optical Communications  
Lambda   -  optical wavelength O constituting a channel 
ROADM  -  Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer  
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